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TT No.77: Steve Hardy – Saturday 13th May 2017; Waterloo GSOB v Byrom; 

Liverpool County Premier League – Premier Division; Kick-Off: 2.00pm; Result: 6-2: 

Admission: Free; Programme/team sheet: No; Attendance: 4 

Waterloo Grammar School Old Boys are based at the Archbishop Beck Sports 

Academy on Long Lane in Fazakerley. Archie B’s, as my bus driver called it, has an 

outdoor, floodlit, 3G pitch inside a cage, plus a couple of smaller artificial pitches, 

also inside cages. I arrived at noon, and was delighted to find a match was just 

starting on the 3G pitch, which turned out to be a friendly between the Reserve 

team of WGSOB and Mersey Marauders. 

There are no spectator facilities inside the cage, so for this first match I ate my 

lunch whilst sat on a bench that is placed down the side of the pitch, outside the 

fence. 

After the game ended, with a 3-0 win for the Marauders, it was on to the main 

event and WGSOB first team entertaining Byrom in a Premier Division game in the 

Liverpool County Premier League. Byrom kicked off with just nine men, but coped 

quite well with the limited WGSOB attacks initially. Then, with two more players 

getting changed at pitch-side, they conceded a first goal and then a second, 

before the two extra players joined the fray and they pulled a goal back straight 

away to trail 2-1 at the break. 

As with my match in the morning, we needed a second goal from Byrom to make 

things interesting. Also, like my first match, we didn’t get it as a WGSOB winger 

scored from an oblique angle and they were fairly comfortable after that to run up 

a 6-2 win with one lad getting four. 

I watched this second game from inside the cage, and was able to walk round all 

four sides of the pitch to take my photos. It was also refreshing to not have to 

listen to the constant arguing and whinging that I find is so prevalent in this 

league. Of course, any whinging would not have been heard anyway as, very 

annoyingly, a very high pitched alarm kept going off on the building site behind 

one goal, and the poor old Police must have turned up at least four times to 

investigate only to be called back some minutes after the alarm had been switched 

off, when it started all over again. 

So, my last action for this season ended with a very long and tiring day out, but 
with plenty of very entertaining football. 
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